THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION FOR PSYCHOANALYTIC
& PSYCHODYNAMIC SUPERVISION

SUPERVISION MASTERCLASS
Saturday 17th April 2021
Time 1.00 pm to 3.30pm (Registration from 12.30pm)

Online via Zoom

Hanoch Yerushalmi
‘Reshaping the self-as-therapist in supervision’
Scholars believe that accumulating experiences of self-alienation and falsehood urge us to reshape
ourselves, sometimes through experimenting with different ways of being and acting. In this presentation,
Hanoch will speak about therapists’ struggles to reshape their professional selves and suggest three ways in
which supervision can facilitate this process: a. Fostering the supervisees’ internal dialogue between
different therapeutic voices including those of their supervisors. b. Constructing and consolidating the
supervisees’ “future selves;” how they envision themselves as therapists in the future. c. Constructing and
facilitating supervisees’ experimentation with different versions of the self on the prelinguistic and
linguistic levels.
Hanoch Yerushalmi, Ph.D. is a consultant to Psychoanalytic Social Work, USA, and last September
guest-edited a special issue on supervision for the American Journal of Psychoanalysis.
He is a Clinical Psychologist and a Professor Emeritus at the Department of Community Mental Health of
the University of Haifa, Israel and is a member of BAPPS. He has formerly been the Director of the
Student Counselling Centre and a Senior Lecturer at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. Prof.
Yerushalmi served as a consultant to psychotherapy centres in Israel, the USA and Central America and
has published numerous articles on relational psychoanalytic therapy, supervision and therapists’
development, crisis and growth, and psychiatric rehabilitation. This Masterclass is based on a published
article: Yerushalmi, H. (2020). Reshaping the self-as-therapist in supervision. Psychoanalytic Social
Work [In Press], DOI:10.1080/15228878.2020.1797513)
Cost: Non Members: £45; Members: £40; Retired Members £25
You must book the Masterclass at least 24 hours in advance of the date to ensure you get your log in
details to the online Zoom room.
This Masterclass is suitable for Supervisors and experienced Therapists - BACP, UKCP, BPS or BPC
qualified.
Booking: admin@supervision.org.uk
WWW. SUPERVISION .ORG.UK

Venue: Online via zoom
Cancellations Policy: 1 month = full refund • 2 weeks = 50% refund • 1 week = no refund

